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Abstract

Despite the developments for faster liquid chromatographic and mass spectral detection 

techniques, the standard in-solution protein digestion for proteomic analyses has remained 

relatively unchanged. The typical in-solution trypsin protein digestion is usually the slowest part of 

the workflow, albeit one of the most important. The development of a highly efficient immobilized 

enzyme reactor (IMER) with rapid performance for on-line protein digestion would greatly 

decrease the analysis time involved in a proteomic workflow. Presented here is the development of 

a silica based IMER for on-line protein digestion, which produced rapid digestions in the presence 

of organic mobile phase for both model proteins and a complex sample consisting of the insoluble 

portion of a yeast cell lysate. Protein sequence coverage and identifications evaluated between the 

IMER and in-solution digestions were comparable. Overall, for a yeast cell lysate with only a 10 

sec volumetric residence time on-column, the IMER identified 507 proteins while the in-solution 

digestion identified 490. There were no significant differences observed based on identified 

protein’s molecular weight or isoelectric point between the two digestion methods. 

Implementation of the IMER into the proteomic workflow provided similar protein identification 

results, automation for sample analysis, and reduced the analysis time by 15 hr.
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Introduction

Due to the importance of proteins in metabolic pathways, their identification, structure and 

function are a major focus of discovery [1, 2]. Proteomics encompasses a wide field, ranging 

from comprehensive studies which identify proteins within a complex mixture to more 

targeted approaches where specific proteins can be selected via liquid chromatographic (LC) 

and mass spectrometric (MS) techniques [2]. Regardless of the type of study, “shotgun” 

approaches are the most common, where proteins are first digested into peptides prior to MS 

analysis. This is accomplished through the addition of an enzyme to the sample. 
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Traditionally high quality trypsin is used for this purpose since it hydrolyzes peptide bonds 

fairly reproducibly on the carboxy side of a lysine or an arginine residue, producing peptides 

within a desirable mass range for protein sequencing [3]. The digestion of the proteins into 

peptides is one of the most time consuming sample preparation steps, as it is typically 

performed as an overnight in-solution reaction. That being said, it is also the most important 

step for proper proteomic analysis [3–5]. Overall, the proteomic community is continuously 

demanding improved methods to increase sample throughput for the workflow while 

maintaining high accuracy digestions.

The instrumentation and hardware involved in LC separations and MS techniques continue 

to improve. Fast LC separation procedures and high resolution MS detection methods are 

commercially readily available. In addition, multi-dimensional LC can allow for an 

abundance of separation space for complex proteomic samples and electrospray ionization 

(ESI) has allowed for easy coupling of LC to MS for rapid protein/peptide identification. 

Although these LC and MS techniques have been greatly improved over the past 30 years, 

becoming faster and more efficient, the sample treatment for enzymatic digestion has 

remained relatively the same [6, 7]. A small amount of trypsin is added to the protein 

solution to reduce trypsin autolysis, however, this results in long incubation periods for 

complete protein digestion. The 5–24 h in-solution trypsin digestion is typically the slowest 

part in the sample workflow. One method to increase the speed and efficiency of the 

digestion is to immobilize the trypsin onto a substrate [4, 5]. Trypsin can be covalently 

bonded or physically adsorbed onto silica or organic materials such as styrene-, acrylamide-, 

and methacrylate-based copolymers [6]. This can provide immobilized trypsin on 

membranes [8–11], modified silica capillaries [12–14], microchips [15, 16], gel networks 

[17, 18], etc. [7]. Utilizing immobilized trypsin for a protein digestion provides advantages 

such as a high enzyme-to-substrate ratio, shorter digestion times, less trypsin autolysis, and 

low reagent consumption while maintaining highly efficient digestions [4–7, 12, 19]. While 

the high abundance of trypsin allows for less competition for catalytic sites, the decrease in 

trypsin autolysis provides less complex mass spectra for analysis. Bound to a substrate, 

trypsin can also be easily added and removed from the sample prior to LC-MS analysis [20] 

and reused [21]. Overall, immobilization has been found to provide quick proteolysis of 

protein samples which are easily adapted into LC-MS/MS workflows [5, 7].

Many different configurations for immobilized trypsin for a variety of applications have 

been discussed in the literature [5]. Off-line configurations include trypsin membrane 

cartridges, magnetic or glass beads, agarose gel beads, spin-columns, etc. while on-line 

approaches tend to immobilize trypsin in either porous monolithic materials [20, 22, 23] or 

particle supports packed into LC columns or capillary electrophoresis (CE) setups [5, 24–

26]. One promising approach to increasing the proteomic workflow is to create a flow-

through enzyme reactor, where the proteins pass through the reactor and are digested into 

peptides immediately on-column. This idea removes many laborious manual steps involved 

with the off-line digestion process, potentially eliminating sources of error. Although the 

idea of immobilized enzyme reactors (IMERs) is not new [27], recent developments in their 

ease of manufacture and potential for increasing the speed of the workflow have gained in 

popularity. The majority of works published for IMER digestion either place the IMER 

before a separation method (LC or CE) followed by mass spectrometric analysis in a true 
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on-line fashion [21, 28, 29], or use the IMER to digest peptides followed by fraction 

collection prior to peptide analysis [30–32]. Although many studies focus on model proteins, 

IMER systems need to be tested with large sample amounts and more realistic samples to 

determine whether they are a promising tool for proteomic studies [3, 21].

When working with a complex proteomic sample, there are many strategies for increasing 

the number of protein identifications. While shotgun analyses are most common [33], 

incorporating a multidimensional LC approach with a prefractionation step allows an 

increase in peak capacity [34] and protein identifications [35–38]. This is especially 

important when utilizing lower resolution mass spectrometers for protein identifications. For 

the multidimensional prefractionation scheme implemented in our lab, proteins are first 

separated on a first dimenison reverse phase column, fractions are collected and digested, 

then the resulting peptides are separated on a second dimension reverse phase column. This 

set up originally employed the 15 h in-solution protein digestion used by most laboratories; 

however, it is a prime candidate for the implementation of an IMER. Therefore, the focus of 

this work was to develop and characterize a highly active trypsin IMER that can be placed 

after the first dimension reverse phase separation column (Figure 1). This would result in the 

eluting proteins immediately digested into peptides and would not require the 15 h digestion 

step in the workflow. To our knowledge this is the first report of placing an IMER after a 

reverse phase separation. Although other types of separations can be utilized for the first 

dimension (such as the commonly utilized ion exchange chromatography), prior results from 

our lab reported more protein identifications when reverse phase was employed in the first 

dimension [39]. For the purpose of robustness, our work focused on using a silica substrate 

for the IMER, which has higher mechanical strength [40]. To validate IMER implementation 

into the workflow, it is widely accepted to compare the results from the IMER scheme to the 

in-solution counterpart. Both model proteins and complex yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) 

cell lysate were digested using the IMER setup and compared to our previous method 

utilizing an in-solution digestion. For analysis, both protein sequence coverage and number 

of protein identifications will be compared to determine whether the IMER can provide an 

on-line digestion equivalent or superior to the traditional overnight protocol.

Experimental

Immobilization Protocol

The immobilization protocol was adapted from Ahn, et al. [40]. Approximately 0.3 g of non-

bonded bridged ethyl hybrid (BEH) silica particles (5 µm, 300 Å) from Waters Corporation 

(Milford, MA) were added to a 5 mL round bottom flask and kept under a constant flow of 

nitrogen. Then 110 µL of triethoxysilylbutyraldehyde (Tech-90, Gelest Inc., Morrisville, PA) 

in 2 mL of ethanol (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) was added. This was allowed to rotate 

for 2 hr at room temperature. The particles were rinsed with pH 9, 50 mM ammonium 

bicarbonate (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) to remove excess linker and 80 mg of trypsin 

(Sigma Aldrich, TPCK treated, P/N T1426) in 2 mL 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate was 

added. The presence of a reversible trypsin inhibitor (such as benzamidine hydrochloride) 

during this step was deemed unnecessary, as preliminary results confirmed similar trypsin 

coverage and activity were obtained with or without the presence of the inhibitor. The ALD 
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coupling solution (1 mL of 1 M NaCNBH3, Sterogene Bioseparations, Carlsbad, CA) was 

added and the solution was allowed to rotate for 2 hr at room temperature. Afterwards, 1 mL 

of 1 M ethanolamine (Sigma Aldrich) was added to quench the reaction and stirred for 30 

min at room temperature. The particles were washed with 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate to 

remove excess trypsin and ethanolamine then stored in water with 0.08% trifluoroacetic acid 

(TFA, Sigma Aldrich) at 5°C. To determine activity of the immobilized trypsin, standard 

trypsin substrate BAEE (Nα-benzoyl-L-arginine ethyl ester hydrochloride, Sigma Aldrich, 

protocol EC 3.4.21.4) was used. In short, a known amount of immobilized particle slurry 

and BAEE solution were added to a cuvette. In the presence of trypsin BAEE is hydrolyzed 

to BA (Nα-benzoyl-L-arginine) and this conversion can be monitored at 253 nm. Following 

the published protocol, the change in absorbance was monitored for 5 min. This was 

compared to trypsin in solution and an estimated activity was calculated. To determine the 

amount of protein on the surface of the particles a BCA assay was used according to the 

manufacturer's instructions (Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit, ThermoFisher Scientific, 

Waltham, MA).

Packing the Trypsin IMER

Once the particles were determined to be active, the above immobilization protocol was 

scaled up by a factor of 2 (0.6 g of particles) to pack into a chromatographic column. An 

Isco D-Series syringe pump module (Model 260D, Teledyne ISCO, Lincoln, NE) was used 

to pack the particles into an empty HPLC column assembly (30 mm × 2.1 mm × ¼” OD, 

Cat#25118, Restek, Bellefonte, PA). The syringe pump was connected to a pressure vessel 

which held the particles in a slurry (60 mg/mL in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate, pH 8). 

The column was placed on top of the vessel with the outlet frit in place. The entire apparatus 

was rinsed with 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate prior to column packing. The column was 

packed at 3,000 psi for 30 min and the pressure was increased to 5,000 psi for 30 min to 

ensure proper packing for a range of HPLC pressures. When not in use the column was 

rinsed with water (pH adjusted to 4 with trifluoroacetic or formic acid) and stored at 5 °C. 

At this pH and temperature the trypsin activity can be conserved. Columns packed in this 

manner were used for up to 6 months without signs of degradation monitored via trypsin 

digestion efficiency.

Determining IMER Activity

The IMER was tested at a variety of flow rates. These flow rates were converted to a 

“volumetric residence time.” The volumetric residence time is defined as the column volume 

divided by the flow rate. Therefore it is the amount of time eluent is exposed to the IMER’s 

packed bed based on the calculated column volume and designated flow rate. To monitor the 

activity of the IMER under various conditions, BAEE was again used as the substrate. The 

IMER was placed before an analytical column (PLRP-S, 300 Å, 5 µm, 250 × 4.6 mm, 

Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) and 20 µL injections of 2.5 mM of BAEE were 

made. The mobile phase for the IMER was 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate, pH 8. The 

effluent from the IMER was collected directly onto the reverse phase PLRP-S column after 

passing through a valve. The valve allowed the eluting substrates of the IMER (either BAEE 

or BA) to preconcentrate onto the analytical column, then switched position for the 

subsequent BAEE/BA separation by gradient elution. Components eluted were detected via 
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UV absorption at 253 nm. The gradient for the PLRP-S column consisted of water and 

acetonitrile, both with 0.1 % TFA. The gradient method is outlined in Table 1. Flow rates 

through the IMER from 10 µL/min up to 1 mL/min were tested, corresponding to 8 min and 

5 sec volumetric residence times for digestion, respectively. For all experiments, the IMER 

was held at 37°C. Previously, room temperature (~22°C) and 60°C digestions were 

attempted with the IMER; however, higher coverage and number of digest peptides were 

obtained when the IMER was placed at 37°C. Therefore all experiments with the IMER 

presented in this study were conducted at 37°C.

Although the IMER appeared to produce adequate digestions, the goal of the IMER is to 

ultimately be placed following the analytical column (Figure 1), digesting the eluting 

proteins over a gradient run. Therefore, the IMER would be exposed to varying degrees of 

organic content combined with the 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate throughout the first 

dimension run. To determine the effect of organic mobile phase on the IMER’s digestion, a 

combination of mobile phases ranging between 5–85% B were combined in a 2:1 ratio with 

the 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate, pH 8. Mobile phase A consists of 80% water, 10% 

isopropanol, 10% acetonitrile, and 0.1% TFA while mobile phase B was 50:50 

acetonitrile:isopropanol with 0.1% TFA. This was tested since it is the standard mobile 

phase used for elution of proteins from a yeast cell lysate within our lab. This experiment 

had to be performed in an off-line fashion since the resulting elutant required dilution (1:10) 

with water prior to injection onto the PLRP-S column for proper preconcentration of BA/

BAEE.

Prefractionation workflow

The prefractionation workflow established for protein and peptide separation utilized by our 

lab is an off-line two dimensional system. For the first dimension, proteins are placed in 

80% formic acid (MS grade, Fluka Analytical, Sigma Aldrich) and injected onto a PLRP-S 

(300 Å, 5 µm, 250 × 4.6 mm) polymeric reverse phase column at 80°C. The formic acid is 

added to aid in solubilization and avoid clogging the LC column. The sample is not allowed 

to sit idle for more than 2 min in formic acid to avoid protein formylation (+28 Da) [41] 

prior to separation. The IMER was implemented after the PLRP-S column as depicted in 

Figure 1. To accommodate the IMER, a buffer pump (Waters 600E pump consisting of 

100mM ammonium bicarbonate pH 8) was added to preserve the IMER at pH ~7–8 during 

the entire gradient run. As depicted in Figure 1, the buffer pump was added after the PLRP-S 

column and prior to the trypsin column. Therefore a combination of flow rates from the 

gradient pump (HP 1050) and the buffer pump control the volumetric residence time through 

the IMER. The IMER itself was connected in a way that it could be easily taken off-line 

with the presence of a valve. This made the comparison with and without the IMER easier 

and allowed the IMER to avoid exposure to the formic acid used to solubilize the sample 

onto the PLRP-S column. After the IMER, the eluting peptides were collected into fractions. 

When the IMER was taken off-line with the control valve then the eluting proteins were 

collected into fractions. The progress of peptide/protein elution was monitored via UV 

detection (Waters CapLC2487) at 214 nm and 1 mL fractions were collected. Once the 

fractions were collected they were flash frozen and lyophilized to concentrate the sample 

and remove MS-incompatible solvents. These fractions were recombined post lyophilization 
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to allow for a more manageable number of samples for the second dimension analysis. 

When the IMER was taken off-line and proteins were fractionated, the resulting recombined 

fractions were digested in-solution overnight following the standard digestion protocol [42] 

for our lab utilizing free (unbound) trypsin.

For the second dimension, all resulting peptides were analyzed and identified using a 

modified UHPLC coupled to MS [43]. In this modified high pressure separation system, the 

LC gradient and sample are placed into a gradient storage loop using a commercial 

nanoAcquity™ UPLC (Waters Corporation). The ultra-high pressure (30,000 psi) is 

achieved by pushing the gradient and sample from the loop using a pneumatic amplifier 

(DSHF-300, Haskel International LLC, Burbank, CA). The peptides were separated on a 75 

µm I.D. × 87 cm (manufactured in-house) capillary column packed with 1.7 µm 130 Å BEH 

C18 particles (Waters Corporation). The column was held at 65°C and the eluting peptides 

were detected using a QToFPremier™ mass spectrometer (Waters Corp). Mobile phases of 

the second dimension consisted of water and acetonitrile with 0.1 % formic acid (optima 

grade, Fisher Scientific) and a gradient of 4 – 40% organic was run over 110 min. The 

column was connected to a silica nanospray emitter with a 20 µm I.D. and a 10 µm tip (New 

Objective, Woburn, MA). The mass spectrometer operated in MSE mode [44] performing 

parent ion scans from 50 to 1990 m/z over 0.6 sec at 5.0 V. The collision energy ramped 

from 15 to 40 V over 0.6 sec. Data was collected using MassLynx V4.1 SCN 872 and 

processed via ProteinLynx Global Server 2.5 (PLGS, Waters Corporation) set to a 4% false 

positive rate with a 1 × randomized yeast proteome database obtained from Uni-Prot protein 

knowledgebase (www.uniprot.org) on 2/3/2011. If the same proteins were identified in 

multiple fractions within a sample set, only the fraction with the highest identification score 

was counted. Therefore, a protein was only counted once despite whether the protein was 

split into multiple fractions during the first dimension separation. Each fraction was 

processed 3 times in the second dimension and a protein was required to be identified in at 

least 2 of the 3 replicate runs to be counted.

Analysis of model proteins

First a solution of bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma Aldrich, P/N A0281) was reduced 

and alkylated following the standard protocol [42]. One hundred microliters of a 0.070 

µg/µL solution (~1 µM) was injected onto the PLRP-S column followed by on-line IMER 

digestion. The gradient is outlined in Table 1 and consisted of water and acetonitrile with 

0.1% TFA. The flow rate was varied to test a range of analyte residence times (5 sec to 8 

min) corresponding to trypsin exposure but the ratio of the gradient mobile phase flow rate 

to buffer flow rate was kept consistent at 2:1 (gradient:buffer) to guarantee the IMER 

remained at pH ~8 despite the desired volumetric residence time on column. Fractions were 

collected over the UV peak (at 214 nm) observed for BSA, lyophilized, and recombined into 

one sample for UHPLC analysis. For comparison, the same amount of BSA was injected 

onto the PLRP-S column without the IMER present (off-line) following the same procedure. 

Fractions containing the BSA peak were lyophilized, recombined, and digested in-solution 

following the standard digestion protocol [42]. Both samples, collected with and without the 

IMER, were processed on the previously described UHPLC system.
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To determine the actual protein residence time and the effect of protein concentration on the 

IMER, model proteins BSA, myoglobin, cytochrome c, and RNAaseA (Sigma Aldrich, P/N 

A0281, M-1882, C-2037, and R5500, respectively) were injected directly onto the IMER (at 

37°C) at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min and eluting peptides analyzed via MS. Eluting peptides 

were collected and analyzed using an XBridge™ BEH (300 Å, C18, 3.5 µm, 4.6 × 50 mm) 

coupled to a standard flow ESI on the QTofPremier™ with the same mass spectrometer 

settings as previously described. The gradient for this analysis began at 4% acetonitrile and 

ramped to 50% acetonitrile in fifteen minutes. This was followed by a wash at 15.5 min of 

80% acetonitrile which held for half a minute before re-equilibration of the column at 4% 

acetonitrile for 17–20 min. Concentrations from 10 nM to 1 µM were analyzed for BSA and 

myoglobin at various flow rates and in the presence of organic mobile phase during trypsin 

digestion.

Analysis of a yeast cell lysate

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (strain BY4741) was grown on glucose media until stationary 

phase was achieved (O.D. > 2). Cells were washed, resuspended in 50 mM ammonium 

bicarbonate pH 8, and protease inhibitors (Pierce Protease Inhibitor Mini Tablets, P/N 

88665) were added and prepared to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Pressure assisted 

cell lysis utilized a French press cell, where the entire 25 mL sample was passed dropwise at 

20,000 psi 3 times through the cell. The cell itself was chilled (4°C) and elutant was kept on 

ice throughout the process. The sample was centrifuged at ~1,200 g for 10 min at 4°C to 

remove unbroken cells (Beckman, L8–70 Ultracentrifuge). The supernatant was isolated and 

underwent ultracentrifugation at ~120,000 g (38,000 rpm Beckman 60Ti rotor) for 90 min at 

4°C twice before the pellets (insoluble portions) were collected. To determine the amount of 

protein present a Bradford assay [45] (Coomassie Protein Assay Kit, Thermo Scientific) was 

performed once the pelleted proteins were resuspended in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate 

buffer pH 8. Two milliliters of insoluble yeast cell lysate were removed (~1.5 mg of protein) 

and diluted to perform the reduction and aklyation step according to protocol [42]. Once the 

entire sample was reduced and alkylated, 550 µL of protein solution (~ 1.2 mg protein) was 

injected onto the prefractionation setup (Figure 1) with and without the IMER on-line. 

Mobile phase A consisted of 80% water, 10% isopropanol, 10% acetonitrile, and 0.1% TFA. 

Mobile phase B consisted of 50% isopropanol, 50% acetonitrile, and 0.1% TFA. Beginning 

at 0% B, the gradient ramped to 60% B in 100 min followed by a further increase to 90% at 

110 min where it held for 10 min before returning and stabilizing at 0% B. The total run 

time was 150 min, allowing for formic acid elution for the first 10 min prior to gradient start 

time and ending with 20 min column re-equilibration. During the gradient, 100mM of 

ammonium bicarbonate, pH 8, was pumped into the fluidics after the PLRP-S column and 

prior to the trypsin column. The flow rate of the pump controlling the mobile phase gradient 

was 0.3 mL/min and the buffer pump was set to 0.2 mL/min. This resulted in a flow rate of 

0.5 mL/min through the IMER (at 37°C) for a volumetric residence time for digestion of ~10 

sec. Two minute wide (1 mL) fractions for each setup (with and without the IMER on-line) 

were collected, lyophilized, and recombined into 15 equivalent time fractions. Although 15 

fractions were recombined, only fractions 1–9 were ultimately compared due to the lack of 

protein present in fractions 10–15. Once the fractions were recombined, the on-line IMER 

digested fractions were immediately ready for UHPLC peptide separation and protein 
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identification. However, the 15 fractions collected without the IMER present were digested 

(with trypsin 1:30) in-solution according to protocol [42] with free (unbound) trypsin. Both 

fraction sets, collected with and without the IMER, were processed on the previously 

described UHPLC system.

Results and Discussion

Immobilization of trypsin

After the trypsin was immobilized onto the 5 µm BEH particles, 100 µL of slurry (consisting 

of 60 mg of trypsin immobilized particles in 10 milliliters of water with 0.08% TFA) was 

reacted with BAEE in solution and the absorbance monitored over 5 min at 253 nm. The 

slope of the change in absorbance per minute was used to calculate an activity of ~350,000 

BAEE units/gram of particle. Since activity was confirmed, a larger batch of immobilized 

trypsin particles (0.6 g of particles) were produced and packed into a 30 mm × 2.1 mm 

empty column resulting in the IMER. Depending on the concentration of particles within an 

IMER, (assuming ~0.2 g per column) the resulting IMER would have an activity of ~70,000 

BAEE units/column. In reality, however, the activity is potentially greater than this value 

since the interaction of a substrate with trypsin in a packed column would be greater than 

with trypsin immobilized particles a slurry (such as with the BAEE assay). The amount of 

total trypsin present within an IMER, determined by the BCA assay, was ~15 mg trypsin per 

column. Although this assay determined the total trypsin present, the amount of active 

trypsin (determined by the BAEE assay) is essential to the performance of the column itself.

IMER characterization

Once the IMER was packed it was initially tested with BAEE at multiple flow rates to test 

digestion speed. This was performed by placing the IMER before the PLRP-S analytical 

column so the reverse phase column could separate BA from BAEE. Between the IMER and 

the PLRP-S column a valve was installed to direct the effluent from the IMER, switching the 

analytes quickly and reproducibly onto the PLRP-S column. Buffer was allowed to flow 

through the IMER from 10 µL/min to 1 mL/min corresponding to a volumetric residence 

time for digestion between 8 min and 5 sec respectively. As shown in Figure 2, only the 

fastest speed tested (1 mL/min) resulted in a small amount of BAEE present. For all other 

digestion speeds tested no BAEE was observed.

The ultimate objective for the workflow configuration (Figure 1) would implement the 

IMER after the protein separation column and it would experience the gradient as the 

proteins elute. This means that the digestion efficiency is required to remain constant despite 

the presence of organic solvents. To test the effect of organic solvents on the IMER 

digestion, varied amounts of mobile phase (5–85% B) were combined with the buffer 

flowing through the IMER at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The resulting effluent was collected 

in a vial and underwent a 1:10 dilution. This was required for preconcentration of the sample 

onto the PLRP-S column for BA/BAEE analysis. As shown in Figure 3, no unreacted BAEE 

was observed regardless of the level of organic solvent present in the buffered mobile phase. 

Peak placement for BA and BAEE was confirmed with standards prepared in various 

organic mobile phase compositions. Despite the level of organic, BAEE remained at ~17 
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min, which supports that the results from the IMER (Figure 3) successfully converted BAEE 

to BA despite the level of organic mobile phase present.

Model protein results

Initial protein tests were performed using BSA as a model protein. The workflow outlined in 

Figure 1 was implemented and 100 nM BSA was injected (200 µL) with and without the 

IMER on-line. The fractions collected were combined into one sample and analyzed via the 

UHPLC. Flow rates of 10 µL/min (8 min IMER volumetric residence time), 100 µL/min (48 

sec IMER volumetric residence time), 0.5 mL/min (10 sec IMER volumetric residence 

time), and 1 mL/min (5 sec IMER volumetric residence time) were tested. As shown in 

Table 2, high protein sequence coverage and number of digest peptides was obtained with 

on-line IMER digestion, especially considering the reduction in digestion time compared to 

in-solution. For example, a protein sequence coverage of 79% was obtained with an 8 

minute volumetric residence time on column compared to a lengthy 15 hr in-solution 

digestion, which resulted in a coverage of 85%.

Since missed cleavages have been reported to be common with accelerated trypsin digestion 

via the use of immobilized enzyme [7], this was also investigated. Triplicate in-solution 15 

hr digestions of BSA resulted in 33 (± 6) missed cleavages. With the flow rates discussed 

above, individual IMER digestions at 10 µL/min (8 min IMER volumetric residence time) 

had 10 missed cleavages, the 100 µL/min (48 sec IMER volumetric residence time) had 8, 

the 0.5 mL/min (10 sec IMER volumetric residence time) had 19, and the 1 mL/min (5 sec 

IMER volumetric residence time) had 3. Therefore, by utilizing the trypsin IMER a decrease 

in missed cleavages was observed for the flow rates tested compared to the in-solution 

digestion. Also, all three flow rates had a reduced number of trypsin autolysis peptides 

(Table 2).

In order to track the actual residence time of the model proteins on the IMER, four standard 

proteins (BSA, RNAase A, cytochrome C, and myoglobin) were individually injected onto 

the IMER and five 1-minute wide fractions were collected. These fractions were each 

injected onto a peptide separation column (Xbridge™, 4.6 × 50 mm, 3.5 µm, 300 Å BEH, 

Waters Corp.) with the gradient outlined in Table 1. When injected, the three smaller 

proteins (myoglobin, cytochrome c, and RNAase A) eluted from the column completely in 2 

min. While the majority of BSA had eluted within this same time frame it was identified in 

subsequent fractions at a fraction of the intensity. The volumetric residence time within the 

IMER column (based on the flow rate and column volume) was 10 sec for 0.5 mL/min. 

However, it is not surprising that proteins are delayed due to their extensive interaction with 

trypsin on the column.

The concentration of the protein injected influences the amount of residence time delay on 

the IMER and the number of digest peptides/protein sequence coverage observed. When a 

large amount of protein is injected onto the IMER, the longer the elution time and the higher 

the number of digest peptides and protein sequence coverage. Therefore a balance is 

required to achieve high coverage while avoiding overloading the column and spreading 

proteins into multiple fractions. To investigate this further, model proteins were injected 

directly onto the IMER under a variety of flow rates and mobile phase conditions, and 
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peptides collected directly onto a RPLC column (XBridge™). Concentrations as low as 10 

nM were detected post-IMER injection for model proteins for 200 µL on-column injections. 

It is possible, with a more sensitive mass spectrometer, less than 10 nM concentrations could 

be detected. As the proteins approached >1 µM, longer elution times were required to 

remove the protein from the IMER. However, 1 µM injections provided high protein 

sequence coverage (> 75%) and excellent reproducibility for both protein sequence coverage 

and number of digest peptides without carryover effects. For identical injections (same 

injected concentration, flow rate, and organic content in the IMER’s mobile phase) the 

variation in number of digest peptides identified and protein sequence coverage between 

IMER digestions were ± 5 and ± 15%, respectively.

Similar to in-solution digestions, when longer exposure times result in higher coverage/

digest peptides, the flow rate through the IMER could be simply reduced (increasing trypsin 

exposure time) allowing for more protein to be digested. Unlike the prior BAEE results, 

when organic content was present during the IMER digestion, the number of digest peptides 

and protein sequence coverage for model proteins did decrease slightly. Overall, the IMER 

produced rapid digestions while retaining high protein sequence coverage compared with 

literature studies [4, 13–15, 21–23, 30, 31], where typical digestion residence times are 

between 1.5 – 30 min. When shorter digestion times (< 1 min) were reported in the literature 

[18, 20, 24, 29, 30], the resulting protein sequence coverage was relatively low (30 – 55% 

for BSA) compared to the IMER presented in this study (53–79% for BSA depending on 

flow rate and concentration).

Reproducibility

Although only a single IMER was used for the comparison of the insoluble portion of the 

yeast cell lysate, three IMERs total were packed and tested with BAEE and model protein 

BSA. All three IMERs developed according to the proposed protocol completely hydrolyzed 

BAEE to BE for flow rates up to 1 mL/min and produced similar percent coverage (75–

85%) for model protein BSA. Analysis of the slurry concentrations for all three 

immobilization batches resulted in 60–70,000 BAEE units/column and 10–15 mg trypsin/

column.

Yeast cell lysate comparison

There are few reports in the literature of complex sample analysis (such as cell lysates) via 

on-line IMER digestion [13, 21, 26, 32]. Therefore, insoluble portion of a yeast cell lysate 

was processed using the workflow outlined in Figure 1. This was performed both with and 

without the IMER on-line. The process was monitored by UV and fractions were combined 

into 15 equal time fractions. These fractions were then processed in the second dimension 

using the UHPLC system. It was quickly determined that no proteins were present after 

fraction 9, so only fractions 1–9 were analyzed for both the IMER and in-solution digestion 

experiments. As shown in Figure 4, both experiments had roughly the same number of 

protein identifications. With the IMER on-line, the system identified 507 proteins. With the 

IMER removed, and applying in-solution digestion instead, the system identified 490 

proteins. Therefore, both types of digestion produced similar results. It is important to note 

that if a more advanced mass spectrometer could be utilized, higher protein identifications 
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can be expected. The similarities are more apparent when the protein identifications are 

plotted according to molecular weight (Figure 5a) and isoelectric point (Figure 5b). As 

shown in Figure 5, there was no serious bias for digestion method based on molecular 

weight or isoelectric point. Possibly the IMER resulted in more identifications of lower 

molecular weight proteins, but this parameter could be easily tuned based on the particle 

pore size. Utilizing particle substrates with larger pores could better accommodate larger 

molecular weight proteins.

Examining the 370 proteins identified in both the IMER and in-solution digestion, protein 

sequence coverage was compared (Figures 6 and 7). In Figure 6, the proteins are plotted 

based on molecular weight versus protein sequence coverage. Overall, the IMER and the in-

solution digestion had relatively similar coverage and this is further reflected in the average 

and median protein sequence coverage values. The IMER had an average protein sequence 

coverage of 47.5% and a median of 45.4% while the in-solution digestion had an average 

protein sequence coverage of 46.2% and a median of 46.4%. Taking the log of the ratio of 

the individual protein sequence coverage values for each of the 370 proteins identified in 

both methods (Figure 7), further displayed the similarity between the digestion methods. As 

shown in Figure 7, points appear evenly distributed above and below the axis, suggesting 

similar protein sequence coverage values were obtained for the IMER and in-solution 

digestions. Summarizing Figure 7, the in-solution digestion had 169 negative values where it 

produced higher coverage of the proteins. The IMER had 200 positive values where it 

produced higher coverage and there was one instance where the coverage was identical 

resulting in a value of zero. The IMER digestion presented in this study was faster than 

previous reports for on-line yeast cell lysate digestion [21, 46, 47] and identified 

approximately the same number of yeast proteins (541 reported in Feng, et al. [21] 

compared to 507 found in this study). It is important to note that the sample used in this 

study was the insoluble portion of a yeast cell lysate, containing approximately 60% proteins 

that are identified as membrane-associated. Additionally, the IMER manufactured for this 

study was used for digestions over a period of 6 months without signs of degradation or 

decrease in digestion efficiency.

Conclusions

The development of a highly efficient IMER with rapid performance for an on-line protein 

digestion was successful. Initially the IMER demonstrated promise through the hydrolysis of 

substrate BAEE for flow rates up to 1 mL/min (5 sec IMER volumetric residence time) and 

in the presence of high organic (85%) mobile phase. Initial studies with BSA provided 

protein sequence coverage that were comparable to in-solution trypsin digestion. The final 

comparison utilized a complex sample consisting of the insoluble portion of a yeast cell 

lysate. With only a 10 sec IMER volumetric residence time, the IMER identified 507 

proteins while the in-solution digestion identified 490. There were no significant differences 

observed based on protein molecular weight or pI between the two digestion methods. In 

addition, the protein sequence coverage achieved using both methods were essentially 

equivalent. Therefore, the implementation of the IMER into the proteomic workflow 

provided similar protein identification results, automation for sample analysis, and reduced 

the analysis time by 15 hr. Future directions include fully implementing the IMER into a two 
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dimensional on-line workflow. In this new workflow, the eluting peptides from the IMER 

will flow directly onto a second dimension LC column for immediate MS analysis. This will 

eliminate the use of fractionation, lyophilization, and further decrease analysis time.
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Highlights

• Development of a highly efficient IMER for multidimensional 

proteomics.

• IMER decreased analysis time without sacrificing digestion efficiency.

• First known description of a RPLC→IMER→RPLC proteomic 

workflow.

• IMER identified an equivalent number of proteins to the in-solution 

digestion.

• IMER digested with high efficiency in the presence of organic mobile 

phase.
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Figure 1. 
Experimental workflow. The IMER was placed after the first dimension protein separation 

column in a fashion so that both experiments (on-line IMER digestion and IMER off-line 

with in-solution digestion) could be easily performed. Protein/peptide elution was monitored 

with UV detection and fractions were collected. Fractions were recombined and analyzed 

via a second dimension reverse phase separation with mass spectral detection.
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Figure 2. 
BAEE injected onto the IMER with variable buffer flow rates. The effulent of the IMER was 

collected onto a loop and analyzed for the presence of BA by separation on the PLRP-S 

column and UV detection. As shown, only a small amount of BAEE was observed at 1 mL/

min.
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Figure 3. 
Comparison of organic content on IMER digestion efficiency. BAEE elutes ~ 17 min and 

BA ~ 6 min. The volumetric residence time for all IMER BAEE digestions was 1 mL/min.
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Figure 4. 
Venn diagram comparing the proteins identified with (green) and without (blue) the IMER 

on-line. Sample consisted of an insoluble portion of yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) cell 

lysate.
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Figure 5. 
Proteins identified by both the IMER (green) and in-solution (blue) digestions plotted (a) by 

molecular weight and (b) by isoelectric point. Sample consisted of an insoluble portion of 

yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) cell lysate.
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Figure 6. 
The protein sequence coverage for the 370 proteins identified by both the IMER (green) and 

in-solution (blue) digestions plotted against molecular weight. Sample consisted of an 

insoluble portion of yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) cell lysate.
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Figure 7. 
The ratio of protein sequence coverage found in the 370 proteins identified by both the 

IMER and in-solution digestions. Sample consisted of an insoluble portion of yeast 

(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) cell lysate. Since the log(% coverage IMER/% coverage in-

solution), the positive values indicate the IMER digestion had a higher protein sequence 

coverage than the in-solution digestion and negative values indicate the in-solution protein 

sequence coverage was higher.
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Table 1

Gradient Method on PLRP-S column for BAEE analysis and BSA elution.

t (min) % B

0 5

5 5

20 21

25 85

27 85

30 5

35 5
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